
 CMRA Net Preamble and Procedure

This is (Your Call sign and name) in (Name of town), calling the Central Missouri 
Emergency Net, calling the Central Missouri Emergency Net. This is not an emergency, it 
is the regularly scheduled  Wednesday night net of the Central Missouri Radio 
Association, CMRA. We are calling the net for practice and training. This is a directed 
net. All amateur radio operators are welcome to participate in this net.

At this time the net will standby for any emergency or priority traffic, please call now. 
(Pause to give time for response) 

Emergency or priority traffic can break this net at any time. 

Anyone with routine or numbered traffic please call now. (Pause to give time for 
response)

We will now take regular check-ins starting with mobile, low power and short time 
stations:

When you check in, please give your call sign, name, and location.

Also, when you check in, if you have announcements for the net, please say 
“announcements” when you give your call sign and name.
 
Any mobiles, low power or short time stations for the net please call now… 

(Roll call those stations that checked in, but don’t ask for comments from those who said 
“for the count only”, just acknowledge their check-in and go on.)

Anymore low power, mobile or short time stations for the net?... (like above).end this 
section with:

This is, (Your call sign) for Central Missouri Emergency Net, we will now take 
regular check-ins. Anyone, anywhere, please call now for the Central Missouri 
Emergency Net. (take the first group and then get comments.)

After the first group gives their comments, call for additional check-ins.
This is (Your call sign) for the Central Missouri Emergency Net standing by for 
additional check-ins, please call now. 

After taking a second group of check-ins, get announcements.
After announcements ask for additional check-ins.

[This has become optional formal Traffic message] When there are no more check-
ins, pass the stats to the net manager if he/she is on the net. This should be a routine 
traffic message, according to the ARRL Radiogram form. The minimum info required is 
the number of check-ins and number of traffic messages passed, including your own 
message to the net manager. Then close the net and return the repeater to normal 
operations.



This is (Your Call Sign) closing the net and returning the repeater to normal amateur 
radio use. Thanks to all who checked in tonight.


